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ABSTRACT: In IOT based smart garbage system many users are uploading and downloading sensitive data to the cloud 

without any security.In every case Encryption is the great method to protect the information from various assaults. 

Subsequently numerous people groups and associations are continually sending their touchy information advice regarding 

encryption to keep up the mystery. There are lotof increasingly ground-breaking encryption and decryptionsystems in the 

digital world which can give the security to the delicate information. In view of the encryption type the resultant figured 

information additionally expends high measure of memory. Every single inserted gadgets are poor memory devices 

subsequently it isn't great to utilize the high memory expending encryption procedures which can influence the cost 

advancement. It is challenge to secure the delicate information by utilizing encryption strategy which involves less 

measure of memory.Many authors proposed different encryption techniques listed in this article, but the scope of this 

research is to propose and apply the encryption and decryption techniques using matrix addition and subtraction with scalar 

which can protect the sensitive data from the cyberattacks and also consume less code memory. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
In the era ofIOT based smart garbage systembased data storage system, performing computationally intensive operations 

on a local machine becomes challenging and inefficient. Relying on powerful distributed servers is desirable for improving 

efficiency. As clients, users can upload their data onto cloud servers, and let servers perform computationally expensive 

tasks for them. However, if the servers are untrustworthy and the data contain sensitive information, it raises security 

concerns. Therefore, designing algorithms to take advantage of the powerful untrusted cloud database servers while 

keeping them fromlearning anything about input data is of significant interest. Cryptography community has looked at this 

problem underthe secure multi-party computation framework, also known assecure function computation. In a secure 

function computationproblem, parties want to jointly compute a function withoutrevealing their respective input to other 

parties. The basic model of encryption and decryption has given in the Fig.1. 

 

 
 

Fig.1:Basicmodel of encryption and decryption method. 
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A class of encryption schemes called fullyhomomorphicEncryption guarantees that any unencrypted items, including the 

inputs, any intermediate values and the outputs will notbe leaked to unintended party. Naturally, it is often used asa 

solution to secure function computation problems and othertypes of security problems [1].Matrix multiplication is a 

fundamental building block ofmany science and engineering fields, such as machine learning,image and signal processing, 

wireless communication, andoptimization. In this paper, we focus on the problem of secure distributed matrix 

multiplication. Secure matrix multiplicationis particularly important in scenarios where one wants totrain a machine 

learning model distributedusing gradient descent based algorithms while keeping the training data andthe model 

parameters private. Secure matrix multiplication has been studied in cryptography community, and different approaches 

have been proposed, including a weaker version offully homomorphic encryption, namely partially 

homomorphicencryption [2].In contrast to the focus of cryptography community, thereare not many works on distributed 

matrix multiplication with information-theoretic secrecy constraints. There has been significant recent work [3] in speeding 

up computation and reducing communication overhead using codes when it comes to distributed matrix multiplication in 

information theory community. These works speed up matrix multiplication and reduce communication overhead by 

adding redundancy to the computation using codes. This controlled redundancy introduced by codes allows the distributed 

system to efficiently tolerate cloud database servers who do not respond in a timely manner and mitigate stragglers. 

Several other recent works that studied secure distributed computing problems those are similar to ours,which was 

included in [4]. 

 

With the advancement and spread of computation and communication technologies, the amount of data collected and 

stored by private and public sectors is constantly increasing. Storing and processing such huge amounts of information in 

local premises becomes very problematic, due to soaring costs of software, hardware, energy and maintenance. In this 

context, the need emerges to find a fast and cost-effective alternative. An attractive possibility for a data controller is to 

outsource storage and processing to a cloud [5]. Such outsourcing brings several benefits like elimination of infrastructure 

costs (no software/hardware investments needed), flexibility (storage and computing power can scale depending on 

business growth) and energy savings. Unfortunately, storing and processing data in the cloud has also downsides related to 

security and privacy. A lot of the information being collected is personally identifiable and therefore sensitive. Neither the 

data controller nor the subjects to whom the data refer want the cloud service provider (CSP) to read, use or sell their data. 

In this article we discuss several procedures to store and process sensitive data in a privacy-preserving way in untrusted 

clouds, where processing consists of two basic operations: scalar products and matrix products. These operations are useful 

in statistics and data analysis (to compute correlations between attributes, contingency tables, etc.), and also in engineering 

(image encryption, 3D graphics simulation, etc.); which was explained in [6] and references therein. In our solutions, the 

privacy- protected sensitive data stored in the clouds are not encrypted and preserve some of the utility (that is, some 

statistical features) of the original data. This allows making the most of the outsourced data, while ensuring that no original 

records can be re- created from the outsourced records. The outsourced data can be used for purposes other than computing 

scalar products or matrix products. This is a relevant difference with respect to related work on algebraic computation 

outsourcing. Specifically, the outsourced data preserve means and standard deviations of attributes for the entire data set 

and even in sub domains of it. In some of our protocols, we use vertical splitting, so that each cloud stores a clear text 

fragment on which any statistical analysis can be directly performed by the cloud. In the rest of our protocols, the cloud 

stores synthetic or anonym zed versions of the original data set that preserve the above mentioned statistics. The goal is 

that the outsourced version retains some utility for exploratory analysis by any user with direct access to the cloud-stored 

data (who should however be unable to reconstruct the original data). Note that there are many organizations interested in 

releasing privacy- protected data for secondary analysis, including but not limited to official statistics [7]. Following the 

architecture defined in the “CLARUS”European H2020 project [8] (within which this work has been carried out), we will 

assume a proxy located in a domain trusted by the data controller (e.g., a server in her company’s intranet or a plug-in in 

her device) that implements security and privacy-enabling features towards the cloud service providers. We will call this 

trusted proxy CLARUS. 

 

As seen in Fig. 2, the growth of WSN(Wireless Sensor Network) is rapid and fast.The projected sales of sensors are going 

to increase rapidly and listed in the Table.1.Similarly Fig. 3 shows the world revenue forecast andgrowth rate for 

healthcare, medical and biometrics markets and given in the Table.2.From the observation the sensor networks have a 

great future aheadwith tremendous growth rate.Sensor networks applications in healthcare have potentialfor large impacts 

[9]. These can be realized through real-time, continuous vital monitoring to give immediate alerts of changes in patient 
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status. The data can also be related to the hospital or correlate with patient records andso on. Home monitoring applications 

for chronic and elderly patients which can be used to collect periodic or continuous data and be uploaded to a physician 

and canallow long-term care and trend analysis. It can also reduce length of hospital stay. Manual tracking of patient status 

isdifficult. Collection of long-term cloud databases of clinical data can be used in future diagnosis. 

 

Table.1:wearable care unit sales list[10]. 

 

S.No Year IOT devices in billion 

1 2014 590 

2 2015 780 

3 2016 890 

4 2017 1110 

5 2018 1410 

6 2019 1680 
 

 
Fig. 2:Forecasting forwearabledevice unit sales representation [10]. 

 

Table.2:Wearable  unit sales growth and income[11]. 

 

year 

Growth 

% income in million $ 

2002 9 12 

2003 9.5 13 

2004 9.8 14 

2005 13 15.5 

2006 15 22 

2007 21 25 

2008 23 27 

2009 25 34 

2010 33 44 

2011 36 57 

2012 52 99 
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Fig. 3: Wearable unit sales growth inpercentage and income [11]. 

 

1.1 Types of Keys 

Private Key: Private Key cryptography contains the same key for sender and the receiver. The sender sends the key along 

with the data for receiver to decrypt the data using the same key. 

Public Key: Public key cryptography will be used for private and public keys. Public key will be sent to all authorized 

users which can be enabled for all and one private key which can be known by only receiver. Public key is used for 

encryption and private key for decryption. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 
Ning et al. presented the first CP-ABE construction supporting treebased structure in generic group model [12]. Hur et al. 

proposed an access control scheme based on CP-ABE in data outsourcing systems such as cloud computing [13]. Wan et 

al. proposed a fine-grained access control scheme in cloud storage services [14]. However, these schemes only focus on 

data sharing and cannot support write operation on the stored data. Li et al. proposed a novel patient-centric framework and 

a suite of mechanism for data access control to personal information records (PHR) stored in semi trusted servers [15]. 

This scheme encrypted data with access policy based on CP-ABE or with a set of attributes based on key-policy ABE (KP-

ABE). Although this scheme supports the write operation, the cloud cannot verify the write permission of user after 

receiving the re-encrypted modified data. Dong et al. proposed a secure and efficient data collaboration scheme called 

SECO using multi-level hierarchical identity-based encryption (HIBE), in which users in the same domain can cooperate to 

complete work [16]. In this scheme, a user encrypts data with multiple recipients’ public key, and only these intended 

recipients can decrypt and modify the data. After performing write operation, the user sends re-encrypted data and ID-

based signature (IBS) to cloud. However, the cloud is able to know the identity of user, and it cannot verify whether the 

user really has the write permission unless it maintains a list of user-permissions values of each data, which will also 

introduce extra storage cost. 

 

Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE).ABE allows the data owner to share data with others in a more flexible way. At a high 

level, each potential data recipient is associated with an attribute set Sand given the associated private key generated by a 

third party. The data provider can encrypt data with a set of function. Anyone with an attribute set can successfully decrypt 

the cipher text if and only if the set fulfills the function[17]. Later on several variants and improvements have been 

proposed[18], including cipher text-policy ABE (CP-ABE, where cipher texts are associated with access policies and keys 

are associated with sets of attributes) and key-policy ABE (where keys are associated with access policies and cipher texts 

are associated with sets of attributes). Variants of ABE are proposed later, such as [19]for decentralizing the trusted private 

key generator; [20]for outsourcing computation, [21]for efficient revocation, ABE for circuits [22], online/offline ABE 

[23], leakage-resilient ABE[24], dual predicates and policies [25]and multi-authority ABE with large universe [26].ABE 

has been found useful in situations with the requirement of fine-grained control on sensitive data such as PHR. An 

attribute-based infrastructure for PHR systems was proposed in[27], where each patient’sinformation records are encrypted 

using a variant of CP-ABE that allows direct revocation. To achieve a flexible control on the encrypted data, a variant of 

ABE that allows delegation of access rights is proposed in[28]. Unfortunately, none of these proposals allows the doctor to 

share patient’s medical record with other specialists while preserving the patient’s privacy. 
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Proxy Re-Encryption was introduced in [29][30] for the health care cloud system , allows a semi-trusted proxy with a re-

encryption key to convert cipher texts computed under Alice’s public key into those can be decrypted using Bob’s private 

key [31]. The desirable feature is that the conversion is performed by the proxy without knowing the corresponding 

plaintexts. 

 

Attribute-based Proxy Re-Encryption (ABPRE).Integrating ABE and PRE is a promising solution for more flexible data 

sharing. The first cipher text-policy ABPRE scheme was proposed by Wang et al.[32], in which a proxy is allowed to 

transform a cipher text under a specialized access policy into the one under another access policy (i.e. attribute-based re-

encryption). Mizuno and Doi[33]proposed a hybrid PRE scheme (in general) where cipher texts generated in the context of 

ABE can be converted to the ones which can be decrypted in the IBE setting. Other works on attribute-based proxy re-

encryption include [34]. But all aforementioned schemes support access policy with AND gates only. The first construction 

of a CCA secure CP-ABPRE supporting any monotonic access policy was given in[35]. However, it only supports one 

single private key generator (PKG) [36] and is not suitable for a large-scale PHR system which needs multiple authorities 

with different duties (as required in our system).One of the main security issues that arise is that whether the server can be 

fully trusted by the outsourcer to perform the protocols correctly. In order to solve the above trust problem between the 

server and the client. In the following, a large amount of research works focused on the subject of verifiable computation 

[37] inthe past decades. Baharonal. [38] Utilized the fully homomorphic encryption technique to design a verifiable 

computation scheme for any function. Despite the scheme can provide theoretical privacy guarantees, FHE itself is a 

computationally intensive operation and large-scale computation needs more expensive encryption overhead. To solve the 

above heavy verification overhead problem, many researchers has devoted substantial attention to design schemes for 

efficiently verify the computation results returned by the server. Shen et al. [39] designed an efficient public auditing 

protocol with global and sampling block less verification, where data dynamics are dramatically more efficiently than that 

of the previous works. Benabbas et al. [40] firstly proposed a practical verifiable computation scheme for high degree 

polynomial function. Generally speaking, some solutions keep his own verification secret key, and only the client who 

submits the input can verify the correctness of the computation result. How- ever, for other proposals [41] , it not only 

support the public verification which empowers the third party to verify the correctness of the computation result but also 

support the public delegation which empowers the third party to submit queries to the server and evaluate the outsourced 

function. 

 

2. Necessity  

In case of IOT based smart garbage system,Encryption is necessary thing in the cyber world which keeps our data 

confidentially. There may be many more hackers to hack our data by retrieving from the cloud or to collect the data by 

joining between the communication to spoil the organization reputation or which spoils the organization financial 

strategies. So it is always better to provide the security for that sensitive data to protect from the network security 

attacks.As per Revision Legal report the confidential affected data of the peoples has given inTable.3[42],and the Pie 

graph analysisis shown inFig.4. 

 

Table.3:CustomersHacking Information [42]. 

 

Year 

Type of 

information 

Info in 

millions 

Jan:2018 Patient information  2.9 

Apr:2018 A ride-sharing app  14 

June:2018 

Customer Email 

database  92 

July:2018 

Bithumb 

Cryptocurrency 31.5 
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Fig. 4: Customers hacking information in 2018 [42]. 

 

3. System design Considerations:  

The proposed algorithm was applied by considering different parameters which were explained below, though there were 

much more strong algorithms available in the research world which requires much more memory. 

Cost consideration: All cloud communicating devices are wearabledevices,it means they are portable devices hence it is 

mandatory to select microcontroller for the development. When the microcontroller is entered in the picture, it support less 

amount of memory .Whenever a developer want to apply stronger encryption algorithms they requires large amount of 

memory but microcontroller is restricted with less amount of on chip memory ,if anyone want to connect external memory 

rapidly the cost of the device also increases. 

 

Power source Backup:When theencrypteddata occupies high amount of memorythe encoding and decoding execution 

time also increases which makes the high power consumption by the microcontroller. But it is necessary to improve the 

Power source Backup time for the wearable devices which makes the uninterrupted communication between device and 

cloud. 

 

Latency:When the encryption size increases automatically the device doesn’t provideits maximum execution services to 

the communication devices and sensors, so the device doesn’t fed the maximum data to the cloud.  

By considering above factors the matrix Addition and subtraction with scalarmethod was proposed which minimize the 

above explained problems. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 

Fig.5: Shows the proposed model for the IOT based smart garbage system where the data was uploading to the cloud 

with the security, in between communication if any cyber attacking is happened it is not possible to get the actual data 

due to encryption. The basic components which are involved in this project has explained below.  

I. Sensors: Here the functionality of Sensors is to sense the level of garbage in the bins, once they detect the 

garbage level, the information can be sent to the CPU. 

II. Display Module: Here the functionality of the display module is to display the level of garbage in the bins and 

the connectivity status of the WIFI module. 

III. WIFI: The functionality of the WIFI module is to send the garbage level to the cloud, which makes easy for 

monitoring. 

It is good to provide the accessibility of information to any person or doctor through the cloud, which can provide the 

transparent treatment for the patient, at the time it is also necessary to maintain the data security while the data 

communication is going between the server and the node. Nowa days there should be many more sophisticated hacking 
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techniques to hack such type of sensitive data. Hence it is necessary to protect such type of sensitive data from the hacking. 

Here the research is proposing one of the lightweight encryption and decryption method for the data which is done by the 

“Matrix Addition and subtraction with scalar”. 

 
Fig.5 Block diagram of proposed model. 

 

3.1 Methodology& Results 

It is always good to send the data from one node to another node with confidentially due to cyber attacks. There are many 

ways to achieve thisconfidentiality; cryptography provides different techniques to protect the plain text. There are two 

types of keys are there to protect the data (1) symmetric key and (2) Asymmetric key. In case of symmetric key the plane 

text is encoded and decoded by the same type of key, whereas asymmetric key the plain text can be decoded and encoded 

by the different types of keys. In our researchwork we used Scalar symmetric key. 

 

Encoding: 

The proposed work completely designed based on the matrix Addition and subtraction. For this purpose let us take mxn

matrixC which contains “m” rows and ”n” columns, here “z” is called scalar encryption element, and 
matrixC contains 

elements which are related to data called plain text. Before sending any data to the cloud from the informationunit first it 

should be necessary to encrypt the 
matrixC matrix with the help of Scalar encryption element which is “z”,Using matrix 

Addition technique, which are given in the equations (3, 4 ).The resultant encryption data which was represented by the 

matrixE with sizemxn given in theequation (2).Here the equation (5) represents the resultant encrypted data element which 

is prepared for sending to the cloud. 

Let us say, 

matrixC =

11 12 1

21 22 2

1 2

n

n

m m mn

a a a

a a a

a a a

 
 
 
 
 
 

…… (1). 

matrixE  =

11 12 1

21 22 2

1 2

n

n

m m mn

e e e

e e e

e e e

 
 
 
 
 
 

……. (2). 

matrixE =  
matrixZ C ……. (3). 
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i.e.  
matrixE

  =  

11 12 1

21 22 2

1 2

n

n

m m mn

a a a

a a a
Z

a a a

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

matrixE
= 

11 12 1

21 22 2

1 2

n

n

m m mn

Z a Z a Z a

Z a Z a Z a

Z a Z a Z a

   
 

   
 
 

   

……. (4). 

11 11e Z a  ,
12 12e Z a  …….

mn mne Z a    ...  (5). 

Decoding: 

Once the data was reached to the cloud it is necessary to decode the data which was in the encrypted form, for this purpose 

it is necessary to subtract the resultant encrypted matrix with the scalar element to get the original data. Here the Scalar 

element (Z) which is used for the encoding is also used as decodekey, 

Letus say the resultant decoded matrix is 
matrixD and resultant matrix is , 

= 
matrixE Z …. (6). 

11 12 1

21 22 2

1 2

n

n

m m mn

r r r

r r r

r r r

 
 
 
 
 
 

= 

11 12 1

21 22 2

1 2

n

n

m m mn

Z a Z a Z a

Z a Z a Z a
Z

Z a Z a Z a

   
 

    
 
 

   

 

Where r11 = a11, r12 =a12 …………rmn =amnare the decoded data elements. 

The above algorithm was implemented on the ARM cortex family and tested with the logic analyzer, which is useful to 

analyze the execution time of the code. When the plain text size increase automatically the encryption time also increases, 

which was depicted in the fig.6, so the execution time increases when the size of plain text increases 

Let us say, 

Plain text size is . 

And Execution time is . 

……. (7). 

 
Fig.6Encrypted bytes Versus Execution time. 
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Table.4:Encrypted bytes Versus Execution time. 

 

data in 

bytes 1 2 3 4 

Execution 

Time in 

mSec 0.0009 0.012 0.015 0.018 

 

From the above equation it is very clear that it is necessary to select the high speed processor or microcontroller to get the 

minimum latency, depending upon the application. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

TheScalar addition and subtraction technique for the Matrix has been applied for the IOT based smart garbage system, the 

data was encrypted and decrypted successfully, and the proposed algorithm was tested by the ARM-CORTEX family, 

which requires less amount of power with high speed. The verified results also emphasizes that the encrypted data requires 

less amount of memory with high speed. From the results it should be concluded that the algorithm execute with less 

latency comparing with other algorithms. Finally it should conclude that the Scalar addition and subtraction technique 

method is better encryption and decryption method for the wearable devices where the cost optimization is considerable. 

Even though there strong encryption and decryption methods are available in the cyber world which requires more memory 

and so expensive. 
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